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Abstract: 
Issues of interpretation and representation are well-rehearsed in disciplines 
across the arts, humanities and social sciences. Visual methodologists in 
particular have debated the discrepancy between the real and the symbolic 
in the processes of production of meaning (Collier & Collier 1986; Crawford 
& Turton 1992; Marshall 1992; Doug 1994; Evans & Smith 2000; Banks 
2001; Heisley 2001; Rose 2001).  Recently, the focus of attention and also 
contention among scholars has been on the use of digital cameras and the 
ontological, ethical, and aesthetic conditions, which such equipment 
produces in a social-scientific research paradigm (Emmison & Smith 2000; 
Pink 2001; Heider, 2006; Pauwels 2002; Mitchell 2011; Reavey 2011, 
Ingold 2005, Schneider & Pasqualino. 2014).  The intent of this paper is to 
add to this recent debate, through a focus on the practice of interpretation 
of reality and representation within different disciplines.  We will explore 
the problem of creating and collecting data within three disciplines: the 
social sciences, cultural studies and film, simultaneously engaged in the 
visual research project, in which we applied filmmaking and photoelicitation 
as major methods.  
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Interdisciplinary Challenges in visual methodology: 
understanding data production and ‘interpetive act’ 
 
Introduction 
Issues of interpretation and representation are well-rehearsed in disciplines across the 
arts, humanities and social sciences. Visual methodologists in particular have debated 
the discrepancy between the real and the symbolic in the processes of production of 
meaning (Collier & Collier 1986; Crawford & Turton 1992; Marshall 1992; Doug 
1994; Evans & Smith 2000; Banks 2001; Heisley 2001; Rose 2001).  Recently, the 
focus of attention and also contention among scholars has been on the use of digital 
cameras and the ontological, ethical, and aesthetic conditions, which such equipment 
produces in a social-scientific research paradigm (Emmison & Smith 2000; Pink 
2001; Heider, 2006; Pauwels 2002; Mitchell 2011; Reavey 2011, Ingold 2005, 
Schneider & Pasqualino. 2014).  The intent of this paper is to add to this recent 
debate, through a focus on the practice of interpretation of reality and representation 
within different disciplines.  We will explore the problem of creating and collecting 
data within three disciplines: the social sciences, cultural studies and film, 
simultaneously engaged in the visual research project, in which we applied 
filmmaking and photoelicitation as major methods (for the analysis of photoelicitation 
from this project, see Ortega-Alcazar & Dyck 2012). While the impossibility of 
‘claims to the truth’ that emerge out of a research project is an ontological fact (data 
are representation of reality, not reality per se), what have received less attention is an 
epistemological process of construing a narrative about the data, especially how the 
potential ethical tensions in interdisciplinary research affect producing and 
interpreting what constitutes the data.  By investigating in depth our research driven 
decisions and the nuances of construing a reality representing our participants on film, 
we want to show how our disciplinary backgrounds build into that reality.  
We begin by describing the study’s purpose and methods and then go on to consider 
examples of where the creation of images through camera work potentially creates a 
tension for the social scientist in understanding ‘data’. We then discuss the 
implications of such tension for issues of interpretation and portrayal of a reality in a 
film that was intended as the primary outcome of the research. We close with 
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comment on the creative potential of working within an interdisciplinary space which 
encompasses compromise as well as overlaps and disconnections. 
 
The Study 
The research team was interested in cultural and material transformations of, and 
continuities in, the health practices of migrants in the context of global flows of 
people, information and expertise across cultural and geopolitical borders. This focus 
was set within national (and indeed international) concerns with the health of migrants 
and the effectiveness of institutions in producing healthy populations.  Scholarship in 
the health sciences tends to focus on culture as a barrier to health and health care 
access, but social scientists recognise the complex embeddedness of health knowledge 
and practices in political, economic, social and cultural processes (Ahmad and 
Bradby, 2007; Dyck and Dossa 2007; Low & Lawrence-Zúñiga 2003). Furthermore, 
geographers and anthropologists recognise the centrality of place in cultural 
production, with place understood as site of articulation of local and global processes 
with a dynamic interplay of physical, social and symbolic dimensions (Massey 1994; 
Minkler & Wallerstein 1997; Cattel 2001; Eyles & Williams 2008; Cummins, Curtius, 
Diez-Roux, Macintyre 2007; Gubrium 2009; 2014).  Consequently, the research 
project was engaged in explicating some of these complex dynamics from an 
interdisciplinary point of view, which was reflected from the outset in the project’s 
design produced by a geographer, cultural studies expert and a film practitioner.  The 
primary study output, therefore, was designed to be in the form of a film, its use to be 
twofold: firstly, to promote dialogue among academics, local communities, local 
government policy makers and health professionals and, secondly, as an educational 
tool for health professionals and academics interested in migrant health issues, as well 
as in applying and teaching visual methodology   (the film is available on YouTube: 
https://youtu.be/EAW6slembFU). The intention of the film was to open up discussion 
about health and migration, rather than bringing analytic closure, through attention to 
everyday health practices among different migrant groups in a specific place.  
 
The site of the study was the London Borough of Greenwich, and a total of thirty-one 
participants were involved. They were recruited from the three predominant minority 
groups in the area, namely Polish, Nigerian and Indian. Visual methods were used, 
encouraging participants to show and talk about objects, practices and spaces 
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associated with health practices and well-being; ‘home tours’ and ‘neighbourhood 
tours’ were videoed and photo-elicitation interviews were conducted. For the latter, 
participants were lent cameras to take photographs of places, events or objects they 
associated with health (Ortega-Alcázar and Dyck 2012).  The analytical interpretation 
of data involved narrative analysis of the interviews content, and visual analysis of 
video footage and photographs. 
   In this argument we will concentrate on the production of the film, as the 
primary objective of the project, and the particular epistemological and ethical 
consequences of the use of the camera in the creation of data. The process of shooting 
the film was regarded from the beginning as the platform through which data were to 
be produced and then interpreted.  The sociologically understood themes were to 
emerge from data analysis and  eventually they were to inform the editing of the film 
after the research process is completed.  Those rules, grounded in the social sciences 
paradigm, were very quickly questioned in the midst of the film production as such. 
What was obvious for a filmmaker was not so easily acceptable by a social 
geographer, and vice versa. Tensions started at the level of arranging the setting for 
participants, like reshuffling the objects ‘to’ the camera, adjusting the light, staging 
conversations, or repeating shots which did not work.  While in film all such 
performative acts are an organic part of production, in social sciences recording 
interviews and home tours are organised around the comfort of participants and the 
literalness of representation.  Documentary made as a result of scientific research is 
not concerned with aesthetic performance of objects to the camera, but rather with 
authentic performance of objects to the research objective.  While the audience and 
the act of viewing is embedded in both: the cinematic and the scientific documentary, 
it is the audience of the latter who expects to perceive the empirical findings through 
intellectual argumentation.  The audience of our project  which consists of social 
science students, health professional and policy makers, would be particularly 
interested in viewing the film as the ‘evidence’ of reality out there.  The approach to 
film production grounded in such expectation was in contrast to the approach of 
metaphorical and affective way of articulation, derived from cinema and politics 
(politics understood as underpinning cultural studies). 
Both types of documentary (cinematic and social science research) can apply similar 
techniques, such as observation, home tour, interviews, panoramic shots, even self-
referential messages (i.e. autoethnography in social science), but they fall under 
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different ontologies. To use a famous definition coined in regard to literature by the 
pair of New Critics, W.K.Wimsatt and M.C.Beardsley (1946), the cinematic 
documentary is rooted in ‘the intentional fallacy’, while the social science - research 
based documentary is grounded in what we call ‘the empirical fallacy’.  Like literary 
representation, they both are creations delineated by suspending our belief that what is 
represented is not-real. Yet through the intentional fallacy we are also lulled to believe 
that what we see is the expression of the author or director’s intentions and personal 
politics, After all, a cinematic documentary is always made by a concrete person, with 
an individual approach to a matter in question, while research documentary is made 
by a team of researchers, who try to articulate a matter as objectively as possibly and 
beyond individual tastes and differences. The claim to empirically verified 
authenticity is what makes the fallacy of social science – research documentary. The 
audience wants to believe in it and act upon it. It is important to note that 
W.K.Wimsatt and M.C.Beardsley proposed the other type of fallacy, called the 
affective fallacy (De Martelaere 1988), which was grounded in the affective reception 
of the literary text.  In that respect, selfsame as writers and artists, we are aware that 
our attempts to secure some affective and emotive reaction from the audience can 
only take place through some form of (intended) creative manipulation.  Yet it was 
crucial for our team to try to evoke emotive reactions in our audience and, at the same 
time, uphold their belief that what they are watching has empirical and objective 
value.  
 In the history of visual social science both approaches were utilitised by 
ethnographers-filmmakers, who, while trying to be objective, produced the most 
affective audio-visual pictures, marked by their authorial style (whether they intended 
such stylistic saturation or not is a different question). The most potent examples of 
such combination come from Robert J. Flaherty, Robert Gardner, Jay Ruby, John 
Marshall, Jean Rouch, Karl G. Heider, Timothy Ash, John Marshall and today David 
MacDougall.  Symptomatically, Jean Rouge’s visual ethnographies are regarded 
today as one of the best examples of affective film, the praise, which instantaneously 
reduces their scientific value (see Henley 2009).  Those phenomenal ethnographers 
did not shun away from mixing filmic styles and modes or staging scenes (Flaherty’s 
Nanook of the North from 1922 being a classic example of full staging, see Barsam 
1988), thus achieving an unprecedented image of authenticity grounded in artistic 
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mastery. This is how Paul Henley describes Rouch’s interdisciplinary practice and its 
impact:  
 
By showing that it was actually possible for an anthropologist to use a camera, 
not simply as some sort of scientific instrument for recording data but as a 
means of representation that could go beyond the mere description of cultural 
realities and could even embrace fiction, Rouch established an idea of the 
métier of ethnographic filmmaking as a creative, artistic activity of potentially 
broad horizons whose practitioners could engage in a lively exchange of ideas 
and practices with filmmakers from many other backgrounds and very 
different agendas. (Henley 2009:360) 
 
 
Recognising the limits of our own project and trying to overcome disciplinary 
horizons, we decided to apply a mix of styles adapted from Bill Nichols’ theory of 
documentary (1991). Nichols lists six modes of documentary: expository (with the 
omniscient narrator like in John Grierson’s Song of Ceylon or Humphrey Jennings’s 
Listen to Britain), poetic (expressing the subjective ‘inner truth, like in Robert 
Flaherty’s Man of Aran or Ron Fricke’s Baraka), observational (inspired by Direct 
Cinema and its objective, ‘unmediated’ view of the world, like in Frederick 
Wiseman’s Titicut Follies), participatory (engaging the subjects with the filming 
crew, like in Michael Moore’s Roger & Me or Nick Broomfield’s Sarah Palin: You 
Betcha!), performative (driven by staging and affect, like in Michael Moore’s 
Canadian Bacon, Morgan Spurlock’s Supersize Me, or John Smith’s Dad’s Stick) and 
reflexive (the audience is made aware of the filming process, like in Dziga Vertov’s 
Man with a Movie Camera). We partly employed an observational approach 
.combined with the poetic and performative approach.  Observation is widely used in 
visual ethnography.  In fact, it precedes documentary and cinema. If we consider that 
originally ethnographers’ eyes were used as a ‘tool’, observation has become the most 
popular and trusted technique of recording the world of participants.  Hoping to 
collect the most faithful data about our participants’ lifestyles and health practices, we 
decided to use the camera for ‘unmediated’ observation of the participants’ homes and 
their activities outdoors.  Yet at the same time, we staged some elements of 
participants’ reality and we asked them to perform certain scenes for us.  Thus, like in 
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all ethnographies, the ‘unmediated’ effect was violated at the outset and that is why it 
is used in quotations marks here.  To establish a scientific ground for mediation in our 
film, we followed the advice from Russel Belk (2005), who opts for using the findings 
from qualitative research in research-driven videos.  Recognising very specific values 
of a scientific visual ethnography, Belk defines it as a separate genre, called, 
videography, where graphy delineates the logic of science, while video signifies the 
affective mode.  
 By employing the mix of documentary styles in response to the narrative 
accounts from our participants, we hoped to produce a videography which would give 
us a leeway with the film aesthetics and count for the empiria of participants’ lives at 
the same time.  Such combination was also intended to offer a more engaging 
experience to the audience on the emotive level, which is important on the stage of the 
dissemination of research findings. Our combined approach corresponds to a certain 
extent to the model proposed by Claudia Mitchell (2011) of the composite video 
which is:  
 
 
a production in and of itself, with a clear beginning, middle and end. It 
includes a narrative (conveyed either through voice-overs, captions, subtitles 
or textboxes, samples of the actual visual data (photographs, participatory 
videos, drawings), plus the contextual data in the form of video footage taken 
during the research process and often a musical soundtrack in some part of the 
video. (161) 
 
Mitchell sees the potential of the composite video in producing a reflective, in-depth 
look at the data, which would be a vehicle for both analysis and representation, and 
could engage participants on the stage of production and dissemination.  Likewise, in 
our research we opted for a composite of footage from home tours, interviews and 
purpose-shot samples of the local environment, with title cards between the chapters..  
Yet, after MacDougall (2006), we also engaged with the more cinematic - affective 
side of the footage, which communicates with the audience on the sensual and 
aesthetic level.   
 
Following MacDougall (2006), we believe that, 
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[By] providing a series of perceptual clues, films construct spaces analogous 
to those we experience in everyday life, as we sample visual and other sensory 
information and construct seemingly smooth and complete picture of our 
surroundings. As in everyday life, this information is far from complete, and 
we fill in the gaps with suppositions. Films create the information and gaps in 
stylistically varied ways, and in film viewing this very stylistic 
noncomformity, or distinctiveness, acts as a further stimulus to our creative 
response. (25) 
 
From the semiotic perspective “the stylistic and varied ways’ would respond to the 
process of signification which carries out the effect of reality through mediation and 
negotiation of different artistic techniques (Barthes 1989).  Sharing research findings 
in the form of a film with the research participants and non- academic audiences in 
the local community and beyond was of special significance for our project aiming at 
‘liberating data’ from the confined circle of academic circulation.  It was our intention 
as well to enable academic audiences to learn about our research findings in an 
‘alternative’ audio-visual manner - one which offers an insight into additional layers 
of meaning and invites debate on the relation between verbal and non-verbal channels 
of communication in producing academic knowledge.  
 
As a research team of four we had, between us, academic backgrounds in sociology, 
social geography, social anthropology, the humanities, cultural studies, and 
filmmaking.  In common we were influenced by post-structural thought and so shared 
a similar ground intellectually in understanding the slipperiness of ‘certainty’ amongst 
the fluidity of realities, perspectives and ‘truths’. A main intent was to avoid a ‘fixing’ 
that would claim uniformity of health practice, or essentialise identities; rather we 
tried to explore through film the dynamic between people, place and health.  
However, in representing the partial and momentary ‘fixing’ of ‘truths’ in the form of 
a film, differences ensued among us as we attempted to define the role of visual 
signification in the process of representing our participants. While we had anticipated 
that the narrative analysis, from which themes would emerge from the participants’ 
stories, would inform the final editing process, what we learnt further through the 
research process was that there was also the ontological issue of data producing to be 
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addressed, and some important ethical concerns which were ingrained in our 
disciplines:  i.e. what constitutes data and how we understand representation.  
Necessarily, this also involved the problem of interpretation.  The questions which we 
faced among others were: How do we understand the ‘interpretive act’ – how do we 
make sense of what we hear and see - when we need to agree on what is admissible 
data? How can we conceptualise the difference between textual and visual in 
articulating the findings within and across our disciplines? How can we accommodate 
the tension between qualitative research and art in constructing a ‘reality’ on film 
produced by an interdisciplinary team? 
  
As Crinall (2009) points out, post-structural thought has challenged the notion of 
bounded disciplines.  Instead of seeing disciplines as discrete, she suggests we need to 
explore (2009:189) “space that has formed … between and within points of overlap 
and connection” which potentially allow us to move forward and embrace creativity 
in producing knowledge.  In attempting to find and articulate such spaces, one evident 
tension is around what we understand as ‘data’ and how we wish to tell the story of 
these data. For Crinall (2009), who is an artist, visual images are (p.181) “events of 
becoming” (c.f. Belova 2006) and “what might be” rather than a mode through which 
to determine and fix what is.  As she points out, images are data informed and 
emerging from her research – just as the words of the narrative accounts in qualitative 
research are informed and emerge from an event of interviewing.  In similar vein, she 
notes that (p.189) that “visual images exercise social and political power; in their 
display, viewing and construction.”   Social science would agree that the same can be 
said of the texts of narrative-based analysis.  So here we have examples of the overlap 
and connection of interdisciplinary space in art and qualitative research in the social 
sciences. There is not a single truth in qualitative research, but a representation laden 
with power; not however just in the power of what the images may ‘say’ but in the 
process of their construction, and, as we will visit later in the paper, in how they are 
viewed or ‘read’.   
 
Following principles of qualitative research and its emphasis on understanding 
knowledge production as a collaborative venture between ‘researcher’ and 
‘researched’, the final ‘story’ must be grounded in the stories that our participants tell, 
their social practices and material realities.  This also incorporates the consideration 
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of power in the ‘researcher-researched’ relationship. The film’s narrative therefore 
needs to be shaped by the content of what we have found by talking with study 
participants – about the photos they took in the photo-elicitation interview phase of 
the project and the home and neighbourhood tours they took us on as they talked 
about health and well-being.  But this can cause problems for the filmmaker, who on 
the one hand needs to respond to the social scientist’s desires about the content to be 
represented and yet has particular criteria about what makes a good picture as well as 
its technical challenges. Furthermore, the camera as a research tool is not merely an 
inanimate object but an equal partner in data production. 
 
The Camera and Data 
While the filmmaker agrees that in line with the aims and objectives of our project we 
are responsible for conveying the participants’ own story, this process is complicated 
in that this ‘story’ is seen through the lens of the camera and then articulated as the 
audio-visual representation.  This means that we do not simply record participants’ 
health practices, we create them through the camera lens.  The representation of that 
world is always pre-filtered first through the conditions of the technological 
equipment, which is rarely considered in qualitative research as a tool of mediation 
between the empirical world and its representation.   
 
A basic and fundamental decision the filmmaker has to make at all times is how to 
frame the participant.  If he is framing the participant in a mid-shot, as is typical for a 
static interview (Nichols 1991), he has many possible framing options.  A small 
movement of the camera can change drastically the perspective depending on the 
position of the camera in relation to the subject, and the focal length used, which 
changes the perceived size of the room.  By placing the camera further away from the 
subject and framing them on a longer lens it will appear as though the back wall of the 
room is closer to the subject and vice-versa.  At the two extreme ends of the scale a 
room can appear as both quite small or rather large. In this sense we create the room 
through the use of the camera. One small movement of the camera from left to right 
changes the meaning of the world to be represented. How many possible movements 
can we consider in our trying to produce as authentic version of the participants’ 
worlds as possible?   If we acknowledge that there is an unlimited number of possible 
framings of the research object, we face a situation in which the limit for such creative 
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freedom has to be delineated somehow.  In qualitative research that limit is 
underpinned by the objectives of the research projects and our shared commitment to 
stay as faithful to the participants’ version of their own world as possible.   When 
finished, a film represents these efforts and this will.  This is a widely accepted 
solution in qualitative research which, however, does not throw light on what is 
happening in between the application of the will to stay faithful to participants’ stories 
and the demands of the camera and its own ‘life’ (on the ‘life’ of the camera in 
ethnographic experimental documentary, see Rabikowska 2013).  This 
epistemological ‘in-betweenness’ is what we call here a ‘creative space’, within which 
all members of an interdisciplinary team negotiate their own conditions. In a video 
project a filmmaker is trusted on what light or what camera angle to use to produce a 
good quality picture, while other members of the team oversee the required level of 
‘authenticity’ of that picture. When they meet in between their decisions, a new 
interdisciplinary knowledge is conceived.  In the act of videoing we must also 
consider a creative response of the participants to the presence of the camera.  It is an 
exchange that begins as soon as we make contact with the participant. When the 
filmmaker enters a room he makes the decision of how this room will be seen and felt 
by those who will view the image.  But first of all he needs to respond to the ‘being’ 
of the participants on set, as their physical, verbal and emotional presence is a sine 
qua non condition of the project. Once the date for an interview has been arranged, 
the participants begin to think about how they want to be represented (or they can 
completely forget about it), but the filmmaker needs to think about how he would like 
to present them in the context of the project and the final film.  Naturally, it is an act 
of interviewing and responding to questions, which is also an act of creation. The way 
participants speak, what they choose to share and what they choose to withhold from 
us is analogous to the way we edit the film. Both sides have their own agendas and 
‘styles’ of creating representations. In participants’ creative narratives produced 
through digital media, Aline C. Gubrium et al., (2014) sees the potential for political 
intervention, meaning making and acquiring voice, particularly by disadvantaged 
participants. In her research, a group of young Latino mothers had a chance to tell 
their stories through digital storytelling workshops.  By capturing the nuances of 
narrative strategies of the participants, the project transformed the dominating 
assumptions about young parenting women and disrupted authoritative knowledge on 
the issue. As a result of their analysis, Gubrium et al., identified a space for 
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intervention, called “strategic authenticity’ (2014), which considers the power of both: 
the medium and participant’s creativity.  This research questions a claim well 
established in social science, that participants know the truth about themselves, while 
researchers can only try to get closer in their effort of extorting that truth from them. 
“Strategic authenticity” shows us a different perspective, where no one knows the 
truth about the participants, even the participants themselves, as the only truth 
achievable to either side lies in creative mediation susceptible to political, technical 
and moral specifications of the project per se.  
In visual research the presence of a camera is integral to the construction of the 
participants’ reality on film.  We enter their house with a camera, a tri-pod, lights and 
a large fluffy microphone.  It is an image they are familiar with as they are members 
of the visual culture dominated by media discourse.   Our participants, who live in a 
European global city, are media-literate people, who are aware of the meaning of our 
presence as a film crew.  This has repercussions for such elements of the research 
project as the home tour, or participant observation.  They all own television sets by 
proxy, and they are aware of the different paradigms of so-called reality TV or 
documentary programmes.  When we ask them to show us around their house, they 
may be imitating the routine repeated in television shows such as MTV Cribs or How 
Clean is Your House, and more recently, a reality show depicting people watching TV 
in their domestic environment in Channel 4’s Goggle Box. It is difficult to say 
whether they are taking us on a tour around their home or it is the media discourse, 
which has its own voice in their decisions. This is another level of the camera 
mediation, which must be acknowledged, but has not been researched. To hope that 
by following our participants with the camera without interfering creatively we can be 
closer to the truth about their world, would mean denying them the right to be creative 
in their own response to the presence of the camera.  A question about our 
participants’ own performative approach on the set, visibly influenced by media 
discourse (posing, smiling, the use of objects and clothes) will not be tackled in this 
paper, however we faced its complexity while filming and we acknowledge its 
importance in the process of visual data production and interpretation (For a deeper 
analysis of staging in visual research and on participants’ acting for the camera, see 
Rabikowska, 2015) At this stage we acknowledge the relevance of the observation of 
David MacDougall (2006) that captures the interconnection between participants (the 
bodies of others), filmmaker, and the world:  
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Filming is fundamentally acquisitive in “incorporating” the bodies of others. The 
filmmaker’s consciousness must also expand to accommodate these other bodies, but 
it cannot hold them all; they must be given to others – or at least returned to the 
world. In achieving this, the bodies of the subject, the filmmaker, and the viewer 
become interconnected and in some ways undifferentiated. (28) 
 
It must be emphasised, nevertheless, that the interdisciplinary team works 
together in the interest of the project whose aim is to produce not the best piece of 
film art, but the most adherent picture reflecting what our participants do, feel and 
say.  Thus we need to make connections between the “bodies of the subject” and their 
empirical world in an instance and consult the project’s agenda at all stages.  Such 
consultation brings forward unexpected decisions, which happen in the moments of 
confrontation between the consciousness of the filmmaker (trying to accommodate the 
world of the participants in an audio-visual language) and the academic consciousness 
of the project team.  For example, while one participant was telling us a story of the 
role of kola nuts in her culture, we decided to include a bowl of kola nuts in the 
picture and put it on the table in front of her, although ‘originally’ it was not 
positioned there.  That decision of moving an object from one place in the kitchen to 
another for the film effect represents a creative decision undertaken in response to our 
knowledge of the meaning of kola nut in the story and the hope that the image will 
carry out the ‘feeling’ of the story.  By artificially including the object in the film 
frame, we create a visual version of the meaning of kola nut on an affective level.  
Without our moving of that object, the audience would be deprived of seeing it and 
feeling it. Seemingly a small movement, it represents an important epistemological 
decision of creating a world which does not exist as such. In social science – research 
documentary such decision goes against the objective of upholding the authenticity of 
the empirical world.  In cinematic documentary, such decision would not need to be 
discussed, as it is part of the artistic process, quite obvious to the production team, 
whereas in our research it became the proverbial bone of contention among the 
research crew.  This is because it opens a gate to all other possible reshufflings of 
objects in the film and possibly would give permission to the replacement of the 
participant’s environment with a new, staged setting.  While the filmmaker and 
cultural studies researcher would not mind such reshuffling, believing that it would 
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add to the emotive and the political expression of the film, the social scientists in our 
team could not accept it. In the same interview, we noticed a black and white family 
portrait standing on the floor of a room. During an interview the team asked the 
participant what the portrait represented and upon hearing the story, we asked her if 
she would mind putting it on the wall of her kitchen and use it for pointing the 
persons at the picture while she was telling us the story of her family.  
<< figure 1  here>> 
 
This kind of physical interference in the reality of the participant is based on 
the will of the team to articulate her words through visual means. However, this 
contradicts the objective of evidence-backed visual ethnography which is to represent 
participants’ material world as faithfully as possible. Consequently, an ethical 
question follows: can we express the stories of participants with visual properties 
which do not belong to their empirical world? This dilemma led us to look into the 
extent to which the material worlds being filmed is interfered with for creative effects 
and whether it is possible to draw a clear demarcation line between what Sarah Pink 
calls objective video footage and creative footage (2001:78).  Pink suggests that there 
are two roles for an ethnographer as video maker, objective and creative, and they 
hardly can be merged.   She refers to Karl G. Heider’s (2006) distinction between 
scientific video research for academic audiences and more creative expressive 
research for public consumption.  This distinction carries analogy between, what we 
called above, the social science-research and cinemat c documentary.  Yet, in our 
argument we accept that both types are underpinned by the fallacy which invites 
creative techniques to validate its representational status. Whether it is the intentional 
fallacy, which reflects personal politics, or the empirical fallacy, which imitates 
reality, they are both fictional projects in the first place. By stating that the objective 
and the creative ethnography cannot be mixed, Pink devalorises the fictionality of 
film representation in the former. However, as recent research shows, film and 
anthropology can meet in experimental projects, thus affirming the power of the 
senses, emotions, trance and creativity in the social science (see Schneider and 
Pasqualino 2014).  Through our project we tried to produce a documentary that would 
meet the expectations of empirical claims of visual ethnography while at the same 
time recognising its creative (i.e. fictional) status. By doing it we also hoped to evoke 
the affective fallacy in order to connect with a wider audience, including academics 
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and the lay public. Our ‘combined approach’ could offer a certain visual experience of 
knowledge which in research is usually disseminated within two isolated channels: 
one favouring the role of the mind (academic papers, conferences) and the other 
relying on the role of the senses (public screenings).   By interweaving  the empirical 
fallacy with the affective fallacy we also enabled a platform for knowledge 
interpretation on which the mind and the senses meet and are open to the unexpected 
effects.  The understanding of the story of the participant about kola nuts would be 
very different without the bowl being seen in the frame.  The story of the family 
origins would not evoke the same affective reaction in the audience without an 
accompanying photograph. By making creative decision in a scientific video we tried 
to combine the intellectual and the sensual and in that way produce new knowledge.  
Seeing, hearing and thinking were employed on the level of knowledge production, so 
they can be later received on the level of knowledge interpretation. The process, 
however, as Crinall expected, has ‘violated’ (2009) the borders of our disciplines and 
brought forward an interdisciplinary confusion, which some could define as neither 
scientific not artistic.  
 
Disciplinary Differences and Exchanges  
The most challenging aspect of our interdisciplinary work emerged from our different 
outlooks on the distinction, deeply rooted in qualitative research, between data 
production and data interpretation.  For the filmmaker it was very clear that the way 
data is produced through the camera influences the way it will be interpreted.  From 
the artistic perspective both levels stay in an ontological and intellectual conjunction. 
However, from a traditional research perspective, good (and ethical) practice requires 
that the visualisation of the story needs to be supported by a recording of that 
particular empirical detail. We also agree that when we film our participant who is 
telling us about his daily walks to the local park, we also want to express visually 
what he means. From the filmmaker’s perspective, however, it is less important 
whether or not we film the exact park that the man walks in than it is that we capture 
‘the truth’ of the nature and feeling of what it is to walk in a park for our participant.  
This may be best achieved through filming the man in a completely different park, or 
it may be best achieved through filming a different man in the same park, as long as it 
responds to the version of the participant.  Alternatively, the best results may be 
achieved through not filming a park or a man at all, it may be something else all 
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together that best captures the essence (ergo the poetics) of ‘parkness’, ‘walkness’ or 
other activities key to his particular narrative on health.  On further inspection, it may 
emerge that what is important for the participant is not the park, but greenery, in 
which capturing ‘green-ness’ would take priority over the importance of capturing 
‘park-ness’.  This then opens up different creative opportunities to achieve a truth of 
the essence of greenery, and thus the truth in essence of the participants’ story, which 
can often be articulated through aesthetic and affective means, as well as through 
mimetic representation. The ‘park-ness’ is not a park, the ‘walkness’ is not a walk.    
This particular approach to data, which we call ‘poetical’, came into tension with 
another approach present in our interdisciplinary team, namely geography’s focus on 
the physical, social and symbolic dimensions of place (Creswell 2004). From this 
perspective, the specific physical characteristics that make up a given place are 
significant. People develop connections (or disconnections) to the places they inhabit 
in their everyday lives in relation to the symbolic dimensions of the place but also in 
relation to their concrete physical characteristics. Seen from this perspective, filming 
the actual park where our research participant walks is important. It is also important 
that, in seeing the film research participants and others that inhabit the local area 
depicted in the film recognise their everyday geographies. Consequently, we filmed 
the participant in question in his authentic environment, while the framing, the light, 
the overpowering setting of the green lawn generated the mood of the shot. 
 
<< insert Figure 2  here>> 
 
To our own surprise the final version suggests simultaneously: orderliness, energy, 
passivity, loneliness, freshness, and vastness.  The walking stick and the body of an 
older man in the picture, captured against the green open space of the park, produce 
an interesting symbolic tension, which occurred in front of us when the participant 
invited us to film his daily walk.  This tension has its own poetics which cannot be 
controlled and which opens to interpretation beyond the ethical script of the research 
project.  We had shot this walk several times until we achieved a ‘clean’ view of the 
participant in the frame without any extra obstacles. We knew what kind of image we 
were trying to re-create on the basis of the story told us by the participant about his 
daily walk.  Nevertheless, we were also surprised by the reality acting in this scene, 
and by its impact on the final version of the shot.  
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The element of surprise in filming is an effect of a clash between reality ‘out there’ 
and ‘the reality of the camera’.  Reflecting on that ontological clash Dziga Vertov 
famously defined cinema as “Kino-oko” (cinema-eye) in the 1920’s.  The camera sees 
reality in its own way while the camera crew has power not only to manipulate ‘sight’ 
creatively, but more importantly to create new versions of reality, which otherwise 
could not be even identified.  The film crew wakes up at 4am in the morning to 
capture the sunrise, shops opening and the early street traffic.  We include the signs of 
cars passing by and shop shutters opening up in the morning, which symbolise the 
business of the local streets.  This is to add the feeling of locality to the film, which is 
very important in representing the role of place in well-being and health practices.  
The camera is positioned appropriately to capture the facades of the shops, the cars, 
and the people passing by.  
<< insert Figure 3 about here>> 
 
It cannot be denied that it is pure creation aiming at showing the sense of the place 
and at evoking a certain response in the audience.  From the artistic point of view, a 
close-up of the spinning car tire used in the film, or human feet crossing the 
pavement, could be a close up of any car and any feet.   
 
<< Figure 4  here>> 
 
Such singular signs combined with other referents from the place do not distort the 
authenticity of the place, but rather add to the articulation of the meaning of the busy 
street.  In our film empirical data are signifiers, which are employed in the process of 
mediation between the camera and the world to represent facts (referents).  At the 
same time we are obliged to produce a film in response to the version of a truth 
articulated by the participants.  Through the situation in the street, which has its own 
life and own story, we have realised that although we all agree that it is the world of 
the participants which needs to be represented as faithfully as possible, there are signs 
which evade our control and which determine our filming nevertheless (e.g. the 
changing colour of the sky, people’s clothes, shop windows, passers-by).  
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As a team we decided that only signifiers whose referents are rooted in the story of 
the participants would be included in our film.  That means that we visually re-created 
those scenes and places which the participants mentioned. For example, if someone 
mentioned that they meet at the Woolwich station, we asked them to act that scene for 
us, or, if they mentioned that go to the park in Plumstead Common, we filmed the 
trees from Plumstead Common, not the trees from some other place. It might have 
been the same tree, the same lantern, the same train available elsewhere, maybe even 
better looking, maybe on a more convenient and sunnier day than the day spent on the 
research location.  The audience would never differentiate a close-up of one tree as 
that one which is ‘false’ (not from the research location) in opposition to the ‘true’ 
one.  . We took an extra effort to capture the sunrise in the high street where our 
participants do shopping every day. However, some elements of that scene could be 
easily shot elsewhere and they could still be included in the final edit as the authentic 
one. From the filmic point of view, it did not matter. Yet, we decided that what 
matters here is our will to apply images of the referents which are mentioned by the 
participants and located in their ‘real’ environment. It was more difficult, more time 
consuming, but more faithful to the research paradigm that we imposed on ourselves. 
That ethical commitment is our way of negotiating of what we regard as the 
epistemological condition of project.  The empirical fallacy is thus an effect of 
strategic authenticity.  As a result of further discussions we decided that we would 
allow for staging certain scenes for film, but only if they have a guaranteed presence 
in the participants’ verbal stories.  Having collected data through interviews and film 
tours, we were in a position of putting ‘verbal facts’ into a visual scenario following 
what the participants said in interviews. For example, at one of our filming sessions 
with a female Indian participant we asked her to sit at the table she has in her garden 
and read her newspaper whilst sipping on a drink.   
<< Figure 5 about here>> 
This shot was ‘staged’ and carefully composed in response to what we wanted to 
achieve for the film. But the practice which we asked our participants to perform in 
front of the camera was not represented by metaphorical signs, but the referents from 
her own story, and the way she chose to represent herself visually.  It came from a 
previous interview in which she had shown us a photo of herself sitting at that table, 
reading a paper and drinking.  In the interview she had explained to us that sitting at 
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her garden table to read, drink or eat was very relaxing to her and important to her 
well-being. 
<< Figure 6 here>> 
 
   
By allowing for the staging of people and objects in our research we have crossed the 
borders of the objective footage and “pure ethnography” (Pink 2001) and moved one 
step closer to a creative production whose truth is based on trust.  The audience would 
not question whether the garden scene with our Indian participant was recorded live 
or was staged, or whether the close-up of the car tire was representing a tire from the 
local area, as the whole film is structured and disseminated in such a way which 
implies that what is seen on the screen represents authentically the world of the 
participants.  The audience trust us in that sense that as academics we provide an 
authentic version of the participants’ reality and we trust that they will not suspect us 
of ‘cheating’.  As academics who have to comply with research ethics we know that 
everything we have included in the film is a recording of our participants’ empirical 
reality as conveyed by them.  At the same time we are aware that it is not possible to 
articulate the narratives of the participants in a direct mimetic manner in the audio-
visual language which is grounded on symbolisation; it is the research team that 
create those narratives through interpretation at every stage of research, not only of 
the footage once it is created, but our interpretation of the narratives whilst creating 
these images. Accordingly, we accept that the film is a creation which cannot stand 
for the truth, but we allow for certain aspects of artistic manipulation to happen in 
good faith - which articulates the intellectual underpinnings of our disciplines - to 
represent a version of reality grounded in our participants’ accounts of their lives.   
From the design stage of our project we accepted as a team that through an 
interdisciplinary collaboration film studies and cultural studies would exchange with 
social science, but that qualitative research criteria would determine the final version 
of the film.   What we learnt through the practice in the field was that there was a 
contradiction in that initial model of our thinking, which is hardly recognised in social 
sciences applying filmmaking as a research method.  The previous examples illustrate 
that contradiction.  To sum them up: on one hand we admit that tiny camera moves 
from left to right or up and down do not count as the fictionalisation of reality, but 
using visual metaphors and objects from different empirical environments would be 
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equal to such fictionalisation and consequently could bring into question the 
authenticity of the film.  This is a kind of assumption made by merging two different 
ontological premises: one suggests that film representation is just pure creation, the 
other one requires the grounding of that creation in what has been observed or heard.  
From the social science’s point of view this is a necessary assumption which enables 
ethical research, but from the philosophical perspective of logic applied in critical 
theory, this assumption hinders further insights into empirical reality as it compares 
ontological conditions from that reality with the symbolic conditions of 
representation. We have realised that such tautology derives from the dominance of 
textual interpretation in social sciences, which traditionally regards any sign of 
representation as text.  From the social sciences’ point of view the use of audio-visual 
signs in our film resembles the use of words in an academic argument, as they both 
have to follow “the essential line of reasoning” (Pauwel, 2002:152), whether in a 
visual or textual way.  Yet it must be admitted that the audio-visual ‘text’ activates 
different senses than words do in the process of reception.  Can we then analyse 
knowledge without acknowledging that its content appeals to different parts of the 
brain (see Sobchack 1992; Clifford & Marcus; Nichols 2001).  Additionally, the 
textual and the visual represent two different epistemologies: subsequently, aesthetical 
and poetical. Let’s refer to Stephen Melville and Bill Readings’ words (1995:11) to 
explain this difference:  “[A]esthetics differs from poetics because it understands art 
primarily in terms of the problems posed by its reception rather than its production”.   
If we accept that audio-visual signs carry out the inherent denial of the possibility of 
reasoning agreed on the textual logic, then we face a paradox which can only be 
solved by universalising both types as ‘texts’ within one sphere of semiotics, or it 
must be admitted that they operate on different platforms of signification and possibly 
require different research ethics (see Gross & Ruby 2003). The logical question which 
follows is: can we accept that film representation is and is not a fictional creation at 
the same time, and build our scientific research on this premise? There is no space for 
a philosophical response to this question here, but signalling that there is a 
discrepancy between the qualitative research and the art’s stand on what 
representation is in their subsequent fields is to illustrate particular complexities of 
interdisciplinary collaboration.   
 
Additionally, the aesthetic frame of the whole film suggests that it is an 
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academic video production based on the rules of academic ethics applied to academic 
research. All possible groups of receivers: the public, the academia and the 
participants themselves will take the film for the truth regardless of our creative 
staging and moving the objects around people’s houses.  We all accept that although 
our video recording is a creation per se, the academic objectives are imprinted in its 
texture.  In that sense, we agree with Pauwels (2002) that there is an intellectual 
difference between a video produced for academic purposes and a video produced for 
artistic (public) consumption (2002). After all it is a chosen methodology and 
intellectual rationale, which steer any research project.  In that respect, it is stated 
clearly in the process of submission to the Journal of Video Ethnography, set up in 
2014, that researcher-filmmaker who wants to submit his/her film need to submit a 
written  “statement concerning the theoretical, conceptual framework/perspective that 
influenced making of the film” and also “a statement concerning the methodology that 
influenced the making of the film, and finally “a statement concerning the main 
ethnographic and/or social scientific ‘findings’ or insights that the researcher intend 
his/her film to convey/present’.  Accordingly, we agree with such requirements and 
we emphasise the specificity of a social science research-driven  film, yet we cannot 
accept, as Pink suggests, that such a film should not be stained with creative elements.  
We make sure that the scientific value is recognised in a film structure, but also in the 
context of its production and dissemination.  Through our interdisciplinary 
experience, we had to face the power of the Wimsatt and Beardsley’s fallacy and 
make use of it: if it is obvious that all empirical effects in film are fictional, it is only 
on the next level of signification when some sings become employed to act along the 
line of reasoning characteristic for social science rather than creative arts.  If we are 
both in one team,  it still is our responsibility as researchers-filmmakers to make sure 
that our audience understands and feels our research goals.  
 
Conclusions: 
 An academic-documentary can cross these boundaries and contribute to knowledge 
transfer and eventually increase the impact of knowledge produced through a dialogue 
between social science research and arts, thus appealing not only to the mind but also 
to the senses. The growing interest in this kind of dialogical knowledge production 
and dissemination has been recently evidenced through establishing new academic 
journals, for example in the area of social science - Journal of Video Ethnography and 
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in the area of communication and design - Audiovisual Thinking: The Journal of 
Academic Videos.  Peer review submissions to these journal take place in an audio-
video format.  In the case when most data are collected through the lens of the camera 
researchers become the film crew and vice versa, while the stages of production and 
interpretation of data become interdependent, but not replaceable.  Such 
methodological conjunction shows that producing data is a creative act and we need 
to learn how to interpret data while producing it, at the same time protecting the 
integrity of our methods and findings.  The most demanding task for the whole team 
was to appropriate the rigour of our individual disciplines and establish the common 
platform for communication, even though we use different discourses.  The 
understanding of  ‘visual thinking’ (see Maynard 1997; Grimshaw 2001), inherent for 
the discourse of the camera and its user, was the biggest challenge for the social 
scientists, while the acceptance of the ethical conditions of the empirical evidence in 
film-based research is the task for film practitioners. ‘Visual thinking’, well 
recognised by visual ethnographers and film practitioners, implies not only creative 
imagination, but also the understanding of the technical conditions of the video 
equipment and some understanding of how it translates reality into picture.  This 
knowledge does not need to be deeply technical, but has to embrace the potential of 
the work of camera (angles, colour, sound, framing, editing) in the process of 
meaning production.  In fact, without the awareness shared by the interdisciplinary 
team of how the camera influences the representation of reality, an agreement on the 
final version of the film is hardly possible.   The synergy, however turbulent, between 
visual thinking and cognitive thinking has also violated the traditional distinction 
between theory and practice.  In the aftermath of our common experience on this 
research project, we can define what we do after Clifford Geertz (1973), through his 
well-known recommendation for anthropologists who, in their research, should aspire 
to produce a description of the world that is interpretative, not just mirroring obstinate 
reality.  What he calls a “thick description” of reality lies in theorising and describing 
it at the same time.  This is a challenge for us as a film-research crew: can we produce 
a film, which reflects our theoretical and artistic position and is truthful towards the 
participants at the same time?  Through our interdisciplinary collaboration, we have 
learnt firstly, that being a method of research in the field, filming is also an act of 
creation and an act of interpretation of the research object.  It is an experimental mode 
of research in that sense; we film the world of our participants to understand it and at 
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the same time we create it for a final outcome, a film.  By applying visual methods we 
find ourselves having to deal with the challenge of how to produce data knowing that 
the camera shapes that which it tries to capture and at the same time attempting to 
ground what we film on our participants’ accounts and social practices.   Secondly, 
we have learnt that film offers us a great opportunity to articulate the world presented 
to us onto many levels of reception, not just cognitive, visual or audial, but affective 
as well.  Knowledge produced through filming contains all those layers, therefore our 
interpretation also needs to engage with all of them.  In projects like ours it is 
important to remember that the act of composing an image, whether this is in a 
controlled interview or a more spontaneous observational setting, is a process of 
capturing feelings as well as objects.  
 
 Finally, our methodological approach, based on the above lessons, connects with the 
invitation of Les Beck (2007) to experience (affect) and reflect upon (intellect) the 
subject of research simultaneously through what he (2007) calls a “democracy of the 
senses”.  In The Art of Listening, Beck invites us to grasp the whole world of the 
participants while questioning it at the same time. He says: 
I am suggesting something much more difficult and disruptive: a form of active 
listening that challenges the listener’s preconceptions and position while at the 
same time it engages critically with the content of what is being said and heard 
(2007: 23). 
Beck’s “art of listening” is an academic proposition grounded in deeper, more 
creative understanding of the living object in social science.  His ‘listening’ as well as 
our ‘observing-through-the-lens-of-the-camera’ is not a passive act. It aims at 
something more than respect for our participants taken for granted in ethnography: it 
invites an exchange between ‘them’ and ‘us’, which may result in surprises, not 
always easy to accept by either side.  If our research with the camera can capture 
some elements of the participants’ reality in the way which they did not expect or 
even were not aware of, what can they feel when we show it to them later on the 
screen? Are they surprised, annoyed, disappointed, shocked, confused or inspired? 
They will see themselves through a filter of our audiovisual interpretation which 
means a representation of their world, not that world per se.  As long as we use the 
video camera in research, we produce ‘the effect of authenticity’ to be seen on the 
screen, in fact, it stands for its own reality, which can be interpreted in detachment 
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from the researchers’ intentions.  Beck invites us to accept the twofold nature of our 
intentions as researchers.  On one hand we try to be “situated in time and place fixated 
on the object of attention and yet at the same time” [we are aware that our research 
activities are] “ungrounded, mobile and charaterized by imaginative movement 
through the past in and of the present” (Beck 2007:25).   In our filming we do observe 
reality with our eyes, and we feel it with our senses and our heart, however, it is only 
the camera which records what is happening, and later on our academic papers.   The 
ontological and empirical link between our being “there”, when we were doing our 
research and then our reading or watching the research material “here”, is in what 
Back calls an “imaginative movement”. The world we research and the world we 
represent later in writing or on the screen are never the same.  We need a leap of faith, 
a movement of imagination, to take representation for the truth. In fact, in producing 
that representation we cannot do more than just trying to be truthful to the world of 
our participants and to the aims and objectives of our research. In that sense ‘bias’ or 
a particular perspective is an inherent quality of our filming and interviewing.   All 
together, we try to be subjective and objective at the same time, authentic and 
creative, interpretative and mimetic in the act of translating the stories of our 
participants into the audiovisual language.  The validity of this approach lies in its 
inherent dialectics, which also proves that creativity in research starts at the level of 
design, while interpretation of findings starts before findings are produced.  However, 
acknowledging this dialectic enables the ‘imaginative movement” and the production 
of new knowledge. The role of a filmmaker, director and the role of the researcher 
merged in our project. By implementing different perspectives researchers and 
practitioners from different disciplines affected each other.  In interdisciplinary 
research, the collaboration between different disciplines enables innovative 
methodologies but also alters, irrevocably, the experience of those disciplines, which 
thus undergo an unpredictable transformation. The effect of such collaboration would 
hopefully bring forward the kind of exchange between the visual arts and social 
science, through which creative and scientific reasoning would mediate towards the 
production of original knowledge. 
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